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1. Introduction
1.1 Force dynamics: A previously neglected semantic category
force dynamics: how entities interact with respect to force, including:
the exertion of force, resistance to such a force, the overcoming of such a resistance,
blockage of the expression of force, removal of such blockage, etc.
1.2 A generalization over the traditional linguistic notion of "causative"
it analyzes ‘causing’ into finer primitives and sets it within a framework that also includes
‘letting’, ‘hindering’, ‘helping’, and further notions not normally considered in the same context
1.3 Illustrating the category
(1) A. be VPing / keep VPing
-- physical
a. The ball was rolling along the green.
b. The ball kept (on) rolling along the green.
B. not VP / can not VP
-- physical/psychological
a. John doesn’t go out of the house.
b. John can’t go out of the house.
C. not VP / refrain from VPing
-- intra-psychological
a. He didn’t close the door.
b. He refrained from closing the door.
D. polite / civil
-- intra-psychological: lexicalized
a. She’s polite to him.
b. She’s civil to him.
E. have (got) to VP / get to VP
-- socio-psychological
a. She’s got to go to the park.
b. She gets to go to the park.
2. Basic force-dynamic distinctions
2.1 Components of force dynamic patterns and their diagrammatic representation
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commonalities across the basic FD patterns in the diagram:
top row: Agonist’s intrinsic tendency is toward rest / bottom row: toward action
left column: resultant of force opposition on the Agonist is action / right column: rest
diagonal starting at top left: stronger Antagonist / diagonal starting at top right: stronger Agonist
the stronger-Antagonist diagonal = extended causation: the resultant state -is contrary to the Agonist’s intrinsic tendency
results because of the presence of the Antagonist
and would otherwise not occur
the stronger-Agonist diagonal = "despite / although": the resultant state -is the same as that toward which the Agonist tends
results despite the presence of the Antagonist
and would otherwise also occur
in pattern (c), the Antagonist hinders the Agonist
in pattern (d), the Antagonist blocks the Agonist
Thus, force dynamics so far counterposes causative `because of’ and `despite’
and brings these notions together with `hindrance’ and `blockage’ into a single system.
2.3 Shifting force-dynamic patterns
The preceding four patterns were steady-state,
with the Antagonist in continuing impingement with the Agonist.
For each of these, there are two associated patterns in which
the Antagonist comes into or leaves impingement with the Agonist.
The following four patterns show these shifts for a stronger Antagonist.
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(7) Force dynamics provides a framework in which can be placed:
not only‘causing’, but also ‘letting’
not only the prototypical cases of ‘causing/letting’, but also non-prototypical:
prototypical causing: ‘onset causing of action’ (e)
seldom considered: ‘onset causing of rest’ (f)
sometimes considered: ‘extended causing of action’ (a)
seldom considered: ‘extended causing of rest’ (d)
prototypical letting, sometimes considered: ‘onset letting of action’ (g)
seldom considered: other three ‘letting’ types (h, i, j)
not only the stronger-Antagonist types (‘causing/letting’),
but also the weaker-Antagonist types
(‘despite/although’, ‘hindering/helping/leaving alone’, ‘trying...’)
not only cases with the result named, but also cases with the tendency named
(‘causing’ vs. ‘preventing’)
as in: The ridge kept the log lying on the incline.
versus: The ridge prevented the log from rolling down the incline.
not only the affecting entity (Antagonist) as subject,
but also the affected entity (Agonist) as subject
e.g., The wind kept the ball rolling. / The ball kept rolling because of the wind.
4. Extension of force dynamics to psychological reference
The physical application of force dynamics seen so far generalizes to the psychological realm.
A want / urge -- as in He wants to open the window -can be conceptualized as pressure toward the realization of some act or state
and represented by the arrowhead ">" in an Agonist diagram indicating a tendency toward action.
A person’s mind can be conceptualized as having two opposing parts -- a divided self -which can be treated as Agonist and Antagonist in force dynamic patterns:
a central part = Agonist, with a desire = tendency, one toward either rest or a particular action
a peripheral part = Antagonist, understandable as a sense of responsibility or propriety
appearing as an internalization of external social values.
A stronger Antagonist/periphery with an Agonist/center tending toward action
= self-inhibition/suppression = force dynamic blocking pattern (d): extended causing of rest
A stronger Antagonist/periphery with an Agonist/center tending toward rest or "repose"
= self-exertion = force dynamic pattern (a): extended causing of action
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With attention on phase a, and the outcome at phase c unknown:
with Antagonist as subject:
She urged him to leave.
with Agonist as subject:
He was reluctant to leave.
With attention at phase c, and a positive outcome at c:
with Antagonist as subject:
She persuaded him to leave.
with Agonist as subject:
He relented. / He gave in to her on leaving.
With attention at phase c, and a negative outcome at c:
with Antagonist as subject:
She struck out with him on his leaving.
with Agonist as subject:
He refused to leave. / He wouldn’t leave.
6. Modals as a syntactic category for the expression of force dynamics
English modals form a graduated grammatical category, from more core to more peripheral members,
based on the degree to which they show certain morphosyntactic properties, including:
(a) no to for the following verb / (b) no -s for the 3rd person singular /
(c) postposed not / (d) inversion with the subject, as in questions
(12) can may must
shall
will need dare
had-better
could might --- ought should would
dared (durst)
"honorary modals": have to / be supposed to / be to / get to
Force dynamic opposition is the common semantic factor running through the modals, as in:
(13) John can/may/must/should/ought/would/need/dare/had better not leave the house.
The subject represents the Agonist. The Antagonist is usually implicit.
can not: The subject has a tendency toward performing the indicated action,
some factor opposes that tendency, and the latter is stronger, blocking the action.
may not: In an interpersonal context, the subject has desire to perform the indicated action,
and the opposing factor is an authority’s denied permission.
must not / had better not: like may not but, instead of merely blocking the subject’s tendency,
the authority actively exerts social pressure against the subject to maintain him in place.
should not / ought not: The speaker’s values as to what is good and beliefs as to what is beneficial
oppose the contrary behavior of the subject.
will not / would not: The subject refuses to yield to external pressure to perform the indicated action.
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need not: The subject is released from a socially based obligation to perform the indicated action,
imposed from outside against the subject’s desires.
dare not: The subject’s courage or nerve is opposed to an external threat, and proves weaker.
6.1 The force dynamics of should
The English modal should typically appears in a construction of the form:
X should VP
Examples:
She should lock her door when she leaves.
He should spend more time with his children.
but, semantically, should is better represented (and can generally also appear in form) as:
(Y holds that) X should VP
Here, X and Y are both sentient entities.
X, the Agonist, is the subject of should.
Y, the Antagonist, refers to the speaker, "I",
or perhaps to some concept of generalized societal authority.
Thus, the first example above more closely means, and can in fact be expressed as:
I think she should lock her door when she leaves.
(14) components in the meaning of: (Y holds that) X should VP
a. X does not VP.
b. In Y’s belief system, X’s VPing would benefit X or others.
c. In Y’s value system, X would be a better person if s/he VPed.
d. Because of (b-c), Y wants X to VP.
Note: components (b) and (c) alone are not enough. Their import can be captured by:
(15) I think that she would be benefited and would be a better person
if she locked her door when she leaves.
But this formulation lacks the force impact of the original sentence.
The (d) component adds the crucial force dynamic factor,
turning Y into an Antagonist that exerts pressure on X as an Agonist.
6.1.1 Whether X is aware of Y’s view affects the force dynamic pattern
Where X knows about Y’s view, the arena of force dynamic opposition is within X’s psyche.
Here, X experiences the opposition between his own wish to VP and Y’s wish for him not to.
Y is typically a different entity from X, as in:
You should return the money. = I think you should return the money.
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But Y can be the same entity as X, as in a divided self:
I should return the money.
= I (the responsible part) think I (the desiring part) should return the money.
The peculiar case: where X does not know of Y’s view, as in:
(I think) she should lock her door when she leaves.
Here, the psyche of Y, the Antagonist, is the arena of force dynamic opposition
between Y’s desire and Y’s awareness of the contrary actuality.
Sentence (b) = another example of this opposition between desire and actuality.
(16) a. John finally agreed.

b. The lizard finally moved.

In sentence (a), the finally indicates that John relents after some time
as an outcome of continued outside psychosocial pressure, already described in 5.1
Hence, John’s psyche is the arena of force dynamic opposition.
But in sentence (b), the lizard knows of no pressure and does no relenting.
Rather, the speaker’s psyche hosts the opposition: the speaker had wanted the lizard to move,
this wish was frustrated and built up in tension
until finally relieved by the occurrence of the lizard’s motion.
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